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Extentia And fivestar* to bring Salesforce Solutions
Posted by Shantanu on July 9, 2020

Extentia and fivestar* have entered into a partnership where each company brings decades of experience to offer Salesforce
solutions to the US market. Both companies with over two decades of experience each, will offer solutions across clouds and
domains.

Five star* has been designing cloud-based, data- driven technology solutions from the last 23 years to help organizations/client
implement new technology.

“What makes this partnership particularly unique, is how aligned our organizations are in
terms of delivering confidence through long-term solutions that address every facet of a
customer’s requirements,” said Lou Camerlengo, President and Co-Founder,
fivestar*.

Extentia’s focus, as a Salesforce Gold Consulting Partner and Product Development Partner (Specialist Navigator), is on
Lightning-Ready App Exchange development, third-party integrations, Lightning Web Components, and Heroku
implementations. fivestar* will leverage Extentia’s Salesforce experience, their strong business analysis and customer
relationship skills. Together, both companies will work closely with customers, to identify relevant opportunities, develop
customized solutions, and offer solutions to Salesforce customers. 

“Extentia and five star* have been collaborating for years,” added Umeed Kothavala,
CEO, Extentia Information Technology. “Having worked together on several projects,
this partnership is a phenomenal next step in leveraging the combined expertise of our
teams.”

About Extentia Information Technology

A global technology and services firm that helps clients transforms and realize their digital strategies. With a unique Experience
Centric Transformation approach, Extentia’s ground-breaking solutions are in the space of mobile, cloud, and design. The team
is differentiated by an emphasis on excellent design skills that they bring to every project. As an SAP ISV-OEM Partner,
Extentia’s SAP Practice creates innovative solutions leveraging various features of the SAP Cloud Platform.

Focused on enterprise mobility, cloud computing, and user experiences, Extentia strives to accomplish and surpass their
customers’ business goals. The company’s inclusive work environment and culture inspire team members to be innovative and
creative, and to provide clients with an exceptional partnership experience
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